Abstract. Suppose we are given a set L of rectangular items and wish to pack them into identical rectangular bins, so that no two items overlap and so that the number of bins used is minimized. This generalization of the standard one-dimensional bin packing problem models problems arising in a variety of applications, from truck loading to the design of VLSI chips. We propose a hybrid algorithm, based on algorithms for simpler bin packing problems, and show that proof techniques developed for the simpler cases can be combined to prove close bounds on the worst case behavior of the new hybrid. These are the first such close bounds obtained for this problem.
1. Two-dimensional bin packing. Let L {rl, r2,''', rn} be a set of rectangles, each rectangle r having height h(r) and width w(r). A packing P of L into a collection {B1, B2,..., B,} of H W rectangular bins is an assignment of each rectangle to a bin and a position within that bin such that (a) each rectangle is contained entirely within its bin, with its sides parallel to the sides of the bin, and (b) no two rectangles in a bin overlap. See Fig. 1 for an example of such a packing. In this paper we also 4 3 , 12 x 7, 13 O, 9 5, 3 14, and 10 5. assume that the orientations of the rectangles cannot be changed: the width of a rectangle must be aligned with the width of the bin. (The case when 90 rotations are allowed will be discussed in the conclusion.) In what follows, we shall assume that the bin dimensions H and W have been fixed and hence all packings are into bins of that size.
If P is a packing, let IPI denote the number of nonempty bins in P. Given a list L, let OPT (L) be defined to be min {IPI :P is a packing of L}. We are interested in finding packings P with IPI close to OPT (L). (Determining OPT (L), given L, is an NP-hard problem [1, Ch. 10], [7] , and so it is unlikely that we can find optimal packings efficiently.) * Received by the editors May 6, 1981. This problem is related to two simpler and well-studied packing problems:
one-dimensional bin packing [9] , [10] and two-dimensional strip packing [2] , [3] , [4] . The first is equivalent to the special case of our problem in which w(r)= W for all r e L. In the second we are once more given an arbitrary set of rectangles, but this time we are asked to pack them into a strip of width W so as to minimize the height of the strip used. Although considerable progress has been made in analyzing the worst case behavior of algorithms for these two simpler problems, until now there has been little success in extending the results to the case of two-dimensional bin packing. In this paper we make a start in this direction by proposing an appealing hybrid algorithm and obtaining close bounds on its asymptotic worst case behavior.
2. Asymptotic worst case analysis. We measure the asymptotic worst case behavior of an algorithm A by the quantity R, defined as follows: Let A(L) be the value of the packing obtained by applying A to L. (A (L) would be either the number of bins or the strip height, depending on the problem.) Let OPT (L) be the corresponding optimal value. We then define RA( A is to one, the better is the asymptotic worst case behavior of A.
Our hybrid algorithm is built from algorithms already developed for the simpler cases. The FIRST FIT algorithm (FF) for the one-dimensional problem places the first item at the bottom of the first bin, and thereafter places each item in turn in the 17 lowest indexed bin which has room for it. In [9] , [10] it is shown that R FF 1--6. The FIRST FIT DECREASING algorithm (FFD) is the same as FF, except that the items to be packed are initially reordered so that h (rx) _>-h (r) >_-. _-> h (r,). For this algorithm we have [9] , [10] The reader may readily verify that if we choose e and 8 so that 0 < e < 6 and 0 < 8 < 4-5", the items can be packed as claimed.
For the application of HFF, these items must be ordered by decreasing height. We assume that ties among items of the same height are broken so that the items are ordered as follows: First come the A-items, in reverse order, with the first A-item from bin 2i + 1 replaced by the first from bin 2i + 3, 0 <-=< 45n 1. To illustrate this, here is a list of the values for the first 20 A-items of w(r)-(we let m 90n)" -4"8,-4"8, +4"+68, +4"-68,--4m-28, _4,--28, +4-,-66, +4"-38, _4"-48, _4"-48, +4"-38, +4"-58, _4"-68, _4-68, +4'--58, +4m-78, -4"-8, -4"-'8, +4m-78, +4m-98.
Note that after each set of five items FFDH would start a new block: The sum of the first five exceeds 65-+4"8 and hence none of the remaining items will fit in the gap, and similar arguments hold for all remaining sets of five. Thus, since there are a total of 180n + 1 type A-items, FFDH will create 36n "A-blocks" of 5 A-items each (the last A-item, having width + 48, will be postponed until after the C-items, and can be ignored since it will just fall in the first C-block).
The C-items follow the A-items, and are ordered so that they will go two per block. The values of w(r)-for the first eight are +(4"-1)8,--(4m-1+1)8, +(4"--1)8,--(4"-1+1)8, +(4"-2--1)8,--(4"-3+1)8, +(4m-2--1)8,--(4"-3+1)8.
The reader should be able to see that this type of ordering will yield 48n blocks of 2 C-items each out of the total of 96n C-items. Similar tricks are played with the 168n B-items which follow next, yielding 84n blocks of two B-items each. (Note that sizes are arranged so that no B-item is narrow enough to fit in a block of C-items.) Finally, the list concludes with the 96n D-items, each going in a block by itself, followed by the 264n E-items, each going in a block by itself.
The reader may now verify that when HFF applies FFD to the blocks thus created, the packing of Fig. 4 (b) will result, using 182n bins or (OPT (L)-1) as claimed.
Note also that the bad behavior illustrated here is not dependent on our ability to order items of the same height in the worst possible way, since by appropriately shaving the height of the items we can insure that the given order is forced by the decreasing height rule, without changing the natures of the optimal and HFF packings.
The upper bound on R HFF comes from the following theorem Given L {rl, r2, ', r,}, we now show that HFF (L) < OPT (L) + 5, in contradiction of our assumption that L was a counter-example. Let PHFF be the HFF packing of L and POPT be an optimal packing. Let x denote the height of the tallest block in the last bin of PHFF. Since L is a minimum counter-example, we may assume that all rectangles ri L have height at least x" The number and heights of blocks of height x or greater would not be affected by deleting all rectangles shorter than x, so that the number of bins required by HFF would not decrease, whereas the number of bins required by an optimal packing could not increase. Thus if L contained any rectangle shorter than x, a counter-example with fewer items would exist, contradicting the minimality of L.
Our proof divides into four cases, depending on the value of x. We shall treat the cases in order of difficulty. In the remaining cases we assume that x > and so can divide the items of L into the following classes:
Xl={ri: h(ri)> l-x}, We now turn to the HFF packing. The bins of/31 each contain one block, that block having height exceeding 1-x, and these blocks induce a partition on X1 which obeys the hypotheses of Lemma 2. Thus (2.4) f (X1) N1-1.
None of the remaining bins contains a block of type X1 and so the fact that a block of height x went into the last bin means that all except that last bin must contain at least (and hence exactly) two blocks. Letting X&3 denote the subset of X2 CI X3 which is contained in these bins, and ordering the blocks in the same order as they were created by FFDH, we see that these 2(N). + N3)-1 blocks induce a partition of X&3 which obeys the hypotheses of Lemma 2. Therefore
Substituting (2.4) Turning to the HFF packing, let/32,3 be the set of bins from/32 that, in addition to containing a block of type X2, also contain a block of type X3. Since a block of type X2 has height at most 1-x and since the block of height x in the last bin did not fit in any earlier bin, every bin in/32,4 f12-fl2,3 must contain a block of type X4. Let N2,i 1/2,,1 for e {3, 4}.
Applying Lemma 2 to the partitions of X1 and X2 induced by the bins of 1 and /32 respectively, we obtain (3.2) 
